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Profits Ahoy!

Investors rediscover the Dominican Republic
INSIDE: A detailed report on the DR’s dynamic economy

Javier Córdova, Ecuador’s Minister
of Mining, in our Sector Special

ALSO INSIDE
The investment impact of the Zika outbreak
Aberdeen Asset Management’s Peter Taylor reveals where he’s putting his money
Analysis from Control Risks and Markit
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EDITOR’S LETTER
Bargain hunting
Dear reader,

Of course not everything is going well in the

Most Latin American countries will be glad

region. We have in-depth political analysis on

to see the back of 2015. It was a year when

page 46, where Canning House looks at how

the region’s economic growth dropped

Brazil’s corruption scandal is impacting Latin

and financial markets tanked. But while the

America’s biggest economy. Brazil’s clearly in a

headlines might have looked scary there

mess but not all investors are discouraged by

were also lots of positives.

the tough macroeconomic situation. On page
44 we speak to Peter Taylor, manager of the

Editor’s Letter

3

Stories Behind the News

4

Briefing
Sector Special - Ecuadorian Mining

Aberdeen Global Latin American Equity Fund,

sell-off in the financial markets as a great

who explains how his bottom-up approach is

buying opportunity. Indeed there is also a

helping him find good opportunities in Brazil

feeling among investors that – if you have

despite – or perhaps even because of – the

cash – now is a great time to be making deals

problems. We also have our regular analysis

in Latin America.

from Markit and Control Risks, while if you go
right to the back of the magazine you’ll see
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One area that looks particularly attractive

that this issue’s LatAm INVESTOR Map, charts

is the Ecuadorian mining sector. Ecuador is

corruption across the region.

surrounded by mining powerhouses, like
Peru and Colombia, yet despite having similar

I’m sure that all of that will keep you busy

mineral wealth it has never fostered a large-

for a while but don’t forget that you can

scale mining industry. The government of

also keep up-to-date with breaking Latin

Rafael Correa has worked to change that

American investment stories on our website

by creating a dedicated Ministry of Mining

www.latam-investor.com or follow us on

and reforming the mining code. The early

LinkedIn, Facebook or Twitter. We got plenty

response from investors has been positive,

of feedback and story ideas in 2015 so please

with a string of multi-billion dollar mining

keep those suggestions coming this year.

projects announced in the last few months.
However, there is potential for plenty more
development so in our Sector Special (page
10) we interview Ecuador’s Minister of Mining,

James McKeigue

Javier Córdova, and discuss the opportunities.
In the middle of the magazine, you’ll find
our latest country report – the Dominican
Republic. Most readers probably just see the
Caribbean island as a tourist destination but
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it also offers a lot for investors. Indeed it’s one
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THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
REPORT
Aiming Up
Economic expansion in the DR

Face-to-Face: Ambassador Cuello highlights key growth areas
Cultivating Profits: The Dominican Republic’s agro-export boom
Location, Location, Location: Plans to create an international logistics hub
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The Dominican Republic’s
Number 1 Banana Exporter
Supplying the UK with premium, organic and fair-trade bananas.
Supporting the Dominican Republic with a growing export industry.

Hatillo Palma, Montecristi. Dominican Republic. Phones: 809-572-4211 y 809-572-4203 | Fax: 809-572-9384 | www.banamiel.com.do | info@banamiel.com.do
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over the next 20 years. It’s a long-term

rigorously checked”, says Cocco, “after

to the UK looks set to continue. In 2015

commitment to building reservoirs and

all, we specialise in premium produce

an outbreak of Mediterranean fruit-fly led

dams wherever possible. The size of the

so it makes sense for us. However, many

to the US installing a temporary import

investment means that the state has to

of the processes don’t seem logical. For

ban. It served as a stark reminder of the

be the one to make it happen.”

example we have invested heavily in a

dangers of the DR relying too heavily on

fleet of refrigerated trucks to ensure our

the North American market. But like any

want

produce reaches the airport in the best

challenge it also brought opportunity

infrastructure to be built. He believes

state. Once at the airport the cargo can

and

that attitudes also need to be changed.

be subject to all sorts of checks. That is

producers to target Britain. “As soon as

“We want to educate the farmer – JAD

fine but the process is inefficient because

the US took the decision we began to

wants to work with small farmers to help

they will pull out a whole load and leave

work with our members to help them

them change their model of agriculture.

it in the heat, while they check one box.”

access the UK”, says Benítez. We already

But

Benítez

doesn’t

just

Unfortunately the concept of water

encouraged

more

Dominican

have strong links in the British market

conservation isn’t very common. We

Moreover while companies like Banamiel

so it gives us something to build on. We

have farmers that waste water to the

and Tropifruit have cracked the British

managed to help some chilli, avocado

point where they damage crops. We also

market, it’s clear that other Dominican

and tomato producers although it’s at a

need a zoning system to stop inefficient

firms are still some way off the standard

very early stage.”

production – for example rice, which is

required. “The UK is a demanding market

a water-intensive crop, being grown in

with various checks on quality. We’re used

For British firms the opportunities are

dry areas. Finally we need farmers to use

to that now and it’s not a problem for us

clear. One option is to bring the capital,

modern, efficient systems of irrigation.

but I think the Dominican government

technology and know- how that the DR

Clearly this costs them a lot of money

could do more to help other suppliers

needs to boost productivity and output.

so the state should create a financing

reach those standards. It would also be

Or another is to look at commercialising

programme that gives them sufficient

a good idea to have testing laboratories

some

time, say a decade, to pay it back.”

here that can subject fruit and vegetables

excellent agricultural produce.

of

the

Dominican

Republic’s

to the same tests they would get in the
Another challenge is the cumbersome

UK. If there is a problem it is better to

As for the government, whoever wins the

bureaucratic

know here than find out once it’s been

election in May will need to make sure

sent over there.”

that the DR’s buoyant agricultural export

procedures

that

some

exporters have to pass through for their
produce enter new markets. “We support
the notion that standards should be

sector receives the support it needs to
The trend of Dominican firms exporting
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Interview with

Federico Cuello, Ambassador

of the Dominican Republic to the United Kingdom
LatAm INVESTOR: Can
you give an overview of the
relationship between the UK
and the DR.

Partnership Agreement with the EU. In

Ambassador Cuello:

record high. UK tourism to the DR is

The UK

was the second country to recognize
our independence. Its Consul General, Sir
Robert Schomburgk—one of the leading
geographers of the 19th Century—drew
the most accurate map of the island,
including our border with Haiti which he
helped us defend.
But our history dates back to well before
our independence. The most famous
early contact was Sir Francis Drake.
Here in England he is a hero, but for
Dominicans he was a pirate who installed
himself in our cathedral, the first of the
Americas.
Back then European powers fought
to control our strategic location, but
now we have a good relationship with
all of Europe thanks to our Economic

that context the relationship between
the two countries is very healthy.
Bilateral trade is booming and is at a
recovering fast, having grown 35% in
2014. UK consumers have taken a real
liking to Dominican produce. DR exports
of fresh produce, for instance, grew 18%
between 2011-2014.
The UK recognises—and pays for—top
quality produce, even if it takes years to
develop. Back in 1989, Fyffes had become
disappointed with Caribbean growers
who could not fulfil the quotas allocated
to them as traditional suppliers under the
so-called Lomé Agreement.
Since then we managed to become the
leading supplier of bananas in Africa,
the Caribbean and the Pacific (the ACP
group). Having met British standards we
dominated the organic and fair trade
niches of the market. That success is
being replicated in other products such
as avocados and mangoes.
Our quality may be up to UK standards but
it is essential to be reliable as well. Thanks
to our positioning as the main tourist
destination in the Caribbean, exporters
can rely on our daily air connections to
the UK, which allow them to ship to the
UK already-ripened products ready to
market. And our maritime connection
time to the UK is the shortest in Latin
America and the Caribbean: 9 days.

Federico Cuello, Ambassador of the
Dominican Republic to the United Kingdom

Connectivity is an essential element of
our reliability. It is thus an advantage we
have over any of our neighbours

LatAm INVESTOR
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LAI: The DR’s strategic
location was clear to Cristóbal
Colón, who made it the
centrepiece of his Viceroyalty;
what are the plans to become
a regional hub?
AC: The example of the UK is clear: an
island nation which became a key hub for
global trade, thus enhancing its potential
as a prime location for manufacturing
and for sophisticated service industries.
The DR should do no less.
Of our 15 natural ports, 12 are operating,
including the Port of Caucedo. IDB traffic
data shows that trade between Central
American countries already use Caucedo
as their transhipment hub. It belongs to
the same DP-World network of London
Gateway.
Our ten international airports are also
key for our logistics potential, although
interestingly the main one isn’t in the
capital city but in the tourist destination
of Punta Cana. It has direct connections
to more than 40 cities in the world,
including several in the UK.
Many Latin American exporters rely on
our airports to connect with Britain. So
for example you get fresh-cut flowers
from Ecuador or fresh asparagus from
Peru. You can be sure they get here
on time because of our transhipment
services in Punta Cana.
We have the best road and telecoms
infrastructure of Central America and the
Caribbean, allowing thousands of firms

to produce for our domestic market—

we have increasingly in the DR. And its

What has been achieved is a major step

bucking Latin American trends with a

growth potential is enhanced by the

forward. Now, regularized migrants have

healthy 7% growth rate—and for our

multitude of trade agreements which

a legal basis to remain in the DR. They

main export markets. Many of those firms

gives us access to the world’s major

continue to enjoy free access to public

are located in export-processing zones,

economies—such as DR-CAFTA with the

services such as schools and hospitals

which provide for tax-free manufacturing

US and Central America, and our EPA with

as well as non-discriminatory access to

and service provision.

the Caribbean and the EU—which create

our courts. And, as documented workers,

the right conditions for a range of sectors,

they are now in stronger position to

It is clear however that what we have

from agriculture to manufacturing to

negotiate with employers.

is not enough. Our push for more will

services, thus reinforcing our potential as

create

a logistics hub.

investment

opportunities

for

In any country, undocumented workers

your readers so that we can enhance our
competitiveness as a logistics hub at the
very centre of the Western Hemisphere.
One of these opportunities is the urgent
need for an integrated rail network that
would improve island-wide logistics.
Such a network would help us improve
connections with Haiti, which relies on
the DR as their main supplier as well as
their main port of entry for imported
goods.
Of course at the moment Panama is the
main trade hub for the region. But we
don’t see Panama as a competitor. The
size of our populations is very different,
so Panama has a different potential as
a domestic market or as a source for
labour. The locational attributes are also
complementary rather than competitive.
The expansion of the canal will create
opportunities for everyone, especially
for the DR. It means more trade passing
through our neighbourhood, reinforcing
our advantages as the country with the
shortest sailing connection to Europe,
our connectivity with the east coast of the
US, our growing links with Latin America
and of course our thriving capacity as a
location of choice for export-oriented
manufacturing and services.
At the end of the day, the best
infrastructure in the world will not have a
developmental impact if it doesn’t have
a real economy behind it. That is what

normally

suffer

because

of

being

LAI: The DR’s new rules on
migration and nationality
proved controversial; can
you explain situation to our
readers?

forced to accept different employment

AC:

legally documented, thus benefiting

The DR has done something to

be proud of—it has put its house in
order. For too long, our borders were
lax. Immigrants could come and go
without documents and work without
being properly registered. This informal
situation hurt everyone.

political consensus around a new special
naturalization law, providing up to
18 months to all irregular migrants to
document their status—a period which
is significantly longer than what any
other country has given their population
of undocumented migrants to regularize
their status.

benefited.

peers—whether national or foreign—
face unfair competition. Even critical
voices in civil society would have to
admit that it is better for workers to be
society as a whole.
Of course the situation is not perfect.
The DR wants to overcome the many
gaps

separating

both

countries

sharing the island of Hispaniola. For
instance, business on both sides of

President Danilo Medina built a wide

Immigrants

conditions. As a result, their documented

the border have set up the Quisqueya
Binational Development Council (www.
cebquisqueya.org) to ensure bilateral
and international investment in the
key priority sectors for our deepened
economic integration.
The development strategy of President
Danilo Medina is attacking poverty at its
source by ensuring access to finance for

from
74%

116
of

nationalities

undocumented

immigrants were able to take advantage
of the new rules. Unfortunately, the
rest did not meet the deadline: a
minority of Haitian immigrants—and
the descendants they forgot to declare
in Haitian consulates—did not receive
the support of their own government
in getting the documents required to
complete the Dominican part of the
process.

SMEs in agriculture and industry. Now,
with a fully regular labour market, plus
targeted investments in the border zone
should help overcome inequality both
within the DR and between the DR and
Haiti.
This should help spread more evenly the
benefits of our fast-paced growth and
thus allowing us to realize the potential
of our island as one economicallyintegrated market of over 20 million of
consumers.
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Caucedo Logistics Center
is close to the Western
Hemisphere’s major markets.
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in association with

The Americas’ ideal logistics
platform

E

fficiency has always been a key

DP World, one of the largest port

costs. By combining both port and

factor in supply chain engineering.

operators

understanding

warehousing operations in a single site,

Companies

look

this current trend in global logistics has

adding an adjacent proximity to a major

for ways to move their products from

begun to develop its newest project in

international airport, the Center creates

point A to point B in the shortest time

the Caribbean, the first air-sea logistics

an ideal logistics platform in the centre

possible, using the least amount of

center in the region. Located in the

of the Caribbean and Central American

resources,

compromising

Dominican Republic and in the epicenter

region. The first warehouse has already

quality; unceasingly looking for ways

of the Americas, the Logistics Center

been inaugurated and 100% leased, and

to reach their markets in a much more

is being developed within one of the

construction of the second warehouse

efficient manner, while structuring their

largest and most important ports in the

already on their way.

supply chain so to adjust quickly to any

Caribbean region, DP World Caucedo.

continuously

without

worldwide,

change in demand. The near-sourcing

The

concept has been a key element in

The first phase of the project consists of

strategic location in the hemisphere

Dominican

Republic,

with

its

this restructuring, revolutionizing how

14 warehouses of approximately 10,000

and one of the strongest economies in

operations are strategically located near

square meters and 10 meters height,

the region with a population of over 10

target markets allowing for considerable

all located within the port premises

million people, is undoubtedly becoming

lead time reductions and enhanced

and allowing for a seamless container

the preferred and most efficient logistics

supply chain flexibility.

transportation from quay to warehouse

destination in the region.

and unmatched savings on transportation
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Location, Location, Location
A vital new decree looks to unlock the Dominican Republic’s logistics
potential. We investigate the DR’s bid to become a key part of the global
trade network…

T

he first hospital in the Americas,

dropped. In accordance with existing

offers a guarantee of stability. It also

the first school in the Americas,

Dominican laws on free trade zones a

reassures the large consumer goods

the first paved road in the

3.5% tax is applied to the value of the

companies that will now be looking at

Americas, the first stone house in

services rendered to goods while in the

using the DR as a logistics hub.

the Americas… suffice to say that

centres. But crucially this just applies

the Dominican Republic is home to

to the value added to the good while

But it’s too early to crack open the

a lot of firsts. But it’s not just about

being processed – not the entire value

champagne just yet. The decree creates

historical precedents. More than 500

of the merchandise.

the legal conditions for the DR to build

years since the Spanish recognised the

a world-class logistics platform yet the

strategic value of the island’s location

“The new regulatory framework for the

actual procedures and policies still have

the Dominican Republic continues

distribution centres is the key”, says

to be implemented. At the moment

to enjoy a unique position astride

Alexander Schad, President of local

the private sector is working with

global trade routes. Now a powerful

freight forwarder, Frederic Schad . “We

government officials to create the most

combination of policymakers and local

already have firms offering ticketing,

efficient processes. “We are working on

and international business leaders,

bundling, packaging for goods heading

implementation of procedures”, explains

are working to turn the Dominican

to the local market, now they can

Conde. “We are taking a high-level

Republic into a fulcrum of the world

expand and do it for goods passing

minister to see the Dubai experience

trade system.

through to international markets.”

[headquarters of DP World, one of the

Late last year the Dominican Republic

For Samuel Conde, Chairman and CEO

efficient ports have electronic platforms

announced a move that could turn the

at Caucedo Development Corporation,

for the port community system which

country into a pre-eminent trading

which includes a DP World-operated

brings together all of the stakeholders

hub. In September it revealed a special

port that is the DR’s biggest, the recent

from customs, shipping lines, terminals,

regulatory framework dedicated to

decree was the culmination of a long-

brokers,

the logistics sector. It might have

held dream. “We have always believed

companies, regulatory agencies, and

a dry name but the Decree 262-15:

the

the

anyone else who is involved in the

Regulation for Logistics Centres and

potential to become a logistics hub,

passage of goods through the port.

Logistics Operators could revolutionise

but it’s not something that you achieve

A successful example of this is Dubai

the Dominican Republic. The decree

overnight. Fortunately this government

Trade, an organisation that maintains

enables

distribution

has had the vision to support the sector

the entire logistics ecosystem to ensure

centres to receive imports, add value

and create the regulatory conditions

that it is as efficient for all users as

to them and re-export them without

that it needs to grow.” Indeed having

possible.”

being subject to extra taxes. Previously

a specific decree doesn’t just help the

goods going through that process

economics of logistics projects – it

Unfulfilled potential

would have been subject to a 1.5% tax

also sends out a strong message to

In theory the size of the Dominican

on their entire value, which made it

the industry. For investors that want to

Republic’s economy should make it the

uneconomic in the face international

finance the new distribution centres

economic centre of Central America

competition - now that tax has been

that the country will need the decree

and the Caribbean. It is the biggest

planet’s largest port operators]. Modern

Dominican

LatAm INVESTOR

Dominican

Republic
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has

truckers,

banks,

insurance

economy of both and has a network

America and Europe. It takes container

the motorway system means land travel

of free trade agreements that allow for

vessels just nine days sail to reach

around the island is fast and efficient.

the tariff-free movement of practically

Europe from the Dominican Republic.

Sea ports have also been expanded,

all goods within these two sub-regions.

Meanwhile the USA can be reached

with 12 now operating. But it’s not just

Yet in practice it is less straight forward.

within two days. Latin America’s two

about quantity. For example, Puerto

Sure, plenty of shipping lines use the

largest consumer markets, Mexico

Caucedo has spent hundreds of millions

Dominican Republic for transhipment

and Brazil, are also within short sailing

of dollars over the last decade to create

within the region – so boats are

distance from the DR. Clearly goods

a world-class port. It has a 400-metre

unloaded and containers placed onto

going direct from the UK to Brazil have

berth, dredged to a depth of 17 metres,

smaller feeder ships that visit the various

no need to stop off at the Dominican

that means it can take the super Post

Caribbean islands. But it has not become

Republic on the way. But where the

Panamax vessels that are even too

the distribution centre of choice for the

DR becomes useful is if goods need

large for the expanded Panama Canal.

large multinationals operating in the

to be repackaged or modified before

It has also built a breakwater berth that

region. Most still prefer to use Panama

travelling on to diverse different

boosted its capacity and cut waiting

as a platform to store, handle, repackage

markets. Its strategic location means

times for vessels. The air transport sector

and reship the goods passing through

that it can receive goods from across

is also in good shape, as the country

the region.

the Americas, add value to them and

boasts 10 international airports.

then send them on to their target
“When it comes to using the DR as a

Connectivity is another area where the

markets.

distribution centre, the truth is that here

DR scores well. Several major shipping

that business is still in its infancy”, says

The factors for success

lines serve the country’s ports, while a

Ángel Terrero, General Manager, Yobel

Strategic location is all very well

network of feeder vessels connect it

Logistics DR. “At the moment Panama

but on its own it’s not enough to

to the smaller, periphery destinations

is very dominant because it has the

turn a country into a major trade

in the Caribbean. The air connectivity

canal, a great airport and good logistics

hub, explains Conde. “To be a player

is even more impressive. The busiest

services. However, with the new logistics

in that game you have to offer

airport is Punta Cana, which accounts

centre at Caucedo, there is a real push to

connectivity, infrastructure, expedite

for 60% of Dominican air traffic and has

turn the DR into a distribution centre.”

procedures and a competitive cost.”

direct flights to more than 40 different

But the DR’s logistic ambitions are not

The decree will improve procedures

international destinations.

just regional. Part of its appeal is that its

but what about the other factors?The

positioning makes it a natural fulcrum

Dominican Republic scores well on

The DR’s strengths in infrastructure and

for trade between Latin America, North

infrastructure. Heavy investment in

connectivity stem from the fact that it’s
a relatively large and dynamic economy.
For example the excellent road system
is a feat that poorer countries in Central
America and the Caribbean have not
been able to match. Meanwhile the
impressive air traffic volume is driven by
the country’s buoyant tourism industry.
Tony Vasquez, President of Caribe Cargo,
one of the major air freight forwarders
in the DR, believes the island has already
become a major cargo air hub. “Look at
the amount of destinations from Punta
Cana airport. All of the major European
economies have direct flights, so too
do North and South America. Yes they
are mostly charter flights for tourism
but that leaves a big space for cargo in

Puerto Caucedo already plays a key role

the hold. Tourists travelling back from
27 | Q1 2016
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The DR will become a vital pivot in the global trade network

their two-week dream holiday in the

other Caribbean islands, such as Cuba,

Panama and 4 million in Jamaica. Cuba is

Dominican Republic don’t realise that

Jamaica and Puerto Rico, who have all

around the same size as us but they will

they’re bringing home piles of fruit and

announced plans to boost their port

take time to develop what they need to

vegetables with them.”

facilities in a bid to become trading

do and they are way to the north.”

The amount

of flights and diversity of destinations

hubs.

means that Europe-bound exports from

The massive canal plans in Central

North and South America all end up in

But the mood in the DR logistics

America are not causing much disquiet

the Dominican Republic before being

industry is one of measured confidence.

either. “To be honest I don’t think that

forwarded on to different European

“Cuba, Jamaica and Puerto Rico all have

the Grand Nicaragua Canal is going to

markets. Cost is another crucial factor.

their own plans to become logistics

be built”, says Vasquez. Definitely not in

The fact that the tourist flights have

centres - and ultimately the market will

the timeframe that has been announced.

already been chartered brings down

decide which the best is – but I think

There are huge political, ecological and

the cost of the cargo, explains Vasquez.

the DR is in a really good position”, says

financial barriers in the way of that

“From Punta Cana you can send a kilo

Terreno. “Of course Puerto Rico has

project.” Meanwhile Vasquez sums up

of asparagus to Frankfurt for 90 cents;

some advantages for being so close

the mood in the industry when he views

if you did that normally for a nine-hour

to the USA, but they have other issues

the imminent Panama Canal expansion

flight it would cost three times as much.

such as the cost of the labour. Cuba

as an opportunity. “It will mean more

But ultimately the carriers prefer to do

is opening up but it will be a learning

traffic and larger ships heading through

it for cheap than have the space remain

process for the Cubans as they develop

this neighbourhood. That creates an

empty. If they get 10,000 kilos of that’s

their regulatory framework and open

opportunity

$9million, so it’s a good business for

up their customs processes. These are

feeder ships for smaller regional markets.

them too.”

things that give us a lot of confidence

Fending off the competition

for

transhipment

onto

to keep investing and betting on the DR

Business opportunities

as a hub.”

It’s clear that the Dominican Republic is

Of course the Dominican Republic isn’t

at the cusp of a major transformation.

the only Central American or Caribbean

Most industry insiders also think this

But LatAm INVESTOR readers will be

country trying to climb up the global

is a situation where size matters. “The

wondering how far this story will go and

logistics ladder. Panama, the undisputed

advantage we have is the big local

where the opportunities will arise.

logistics leader in the region, is currently

market”, says Schad. “Companies looking

expanding its canal to increase its share

for distribution centres prefer if the local

In the initial stage there are two main

of global trade flows. While Nicaragua

market has a critical mass to bring down

business opportunities, explains Schad.

has launched an ambitious – some say

costs. The population of the DR is 10

“The first is investment in the real estate

unrealistic – plan to build a counter

million, with 20 million consumers living

for the distribution centres. Generally

canal. Yet, the more direct competition

on the island when you include Haiti.

speaking the logistics operator is not

to the Dominican Republic comes from

That’s compared to around 3 million in

the owner of the land or building – as

LatAm INVESTOR
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we prefer to invest our profits in our
operations – so real estate investors
could buy and develop sites to rent to the
logistics firms. The second opportunity
is for UK importers and exporters to take
advantage of the DR and use it as a base
for their international business.”
One player well placed to benefit is the
Caucedo
“The

Development

logistic

Corporation.

component

of

the

Caucedo enterprise was always there.
In fact our official name, Zona Franca
Multimodal

Caucedo,

shows

the

multimodal component has long been
part of the plan. The reason for that is

Samuel Conde, Chairman and CEO at the Caucedo Development Corporation

that we are located back-to-back with
Santo Domingo international airport so
we envisaged eventually seeing joint
operations between the two customs
territories. Indeed for customs purposes
Caucedo is a single customs territory, so
that’s been part of the vision from the
beginning.”
Now, under the new legislation, the
Caucedo Logistics Center can offer more
to its clients. This should help attract more
volume but also boost sales per client.
“The objectives of the logistics centre
is to convert part of pure transhipment
– where we have no opportunity to
add value because the goods go direct
from ship to yard to ship – to re-export.
That involves warehousing, distribution
centres, inventory management and
repackaging.

Essentially

it’s

about

creating efficiency for customers’ supply
chains.”
Of course it’s easy for insiders to talk up
the prospects for their own industry but
it’s notable that in the DR these business

is Latin American logistics specialist,

Ali in Dubai started out as a simple

Yobel. “Here we are developing systems

100-hectare distribution centre. Today

that we can offer to clients to manage

it is practically a city, spread over 50

multinational, complicated inventories

sq km. There are around 7000 entities

in a sophisticated way”, explains Terrero.

taking advantage of the site which has a

“We have systems for eco packing,

port and the world’s largest airport. I’ve

labelling and manufacture, and these

seen its growth over the last decade and

processes are very efficient yet we keep

it’s been very impressive. But it’s not just

investing in the operating capacity of

about size – the model itself is incredibly

the company. We are also creating a

extensive. There is an IT City, from

legal entity that can take advantage

where firms like HP, Microsoft and Dell,

of the new regulatory framework and

operate their regional distribution. But it

function in the logistics centres.”

involves more than just transport as you
have to train support staff and create

Changing the face of the DR

specialised software. You also have the

The transformation of the Dominican

Media City, where the likes of CNN, NBC

Republic into a world-class logistics

and Al Jazeera are creating content for

hub is a huge investment story. But it’s

goods that are being distributed.”

not just about profits. It will change the
Dominican Republic forever, creating a

Once you become a distribution hub,

new driver for development. On a recent

a diverse range of support services are

visit to the Dominican Republic, HE

needed. This means that the benefits

Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Chairman of

for the country are more extensive.

DP World, predicted that the DR could

Panama provides an inspiring model of

become ‘the Dubai of the Americas”.

how a simple canal can be leveraged
to build a sophisticated service-based

leaders are backing it up with investment
too. Caucedo, for example, has invested

Given

that

logistic-related

services

economy. Given the strategic location

hundreds of millions of dollars in

make up 25% of Dubai’s GDP it would

of the Dominican Republic, and its

securing land, improving berths and

be a fundamental shift in the economic

existing building blocks of connectivity

building warehouses that will enable it

makeup of the DR.

and infrastructure, the new legislation
should help it regain its role of global

to attract leading clients. Another firm
already reacting to the new legislation

Conde believes it can happen. “Jebel
29 | Q1 2016

significance.
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Delio Zúñiga, Senior Partner,
KPMG Dominican Republic
LatAm
INVESTOR: The
Dominican
Republic
has
ambitious plans to become a
logistics hub for the region; do
you think it will achieve it?
Delio Zúñiga: Yes I think the country
has some strong strategic advantages.
The main one is the geographical
location, after all that’s why this was the
first island that Christopher Colombus
arrived to from Europe. It wasn’t divine
providence, it was down to the fact that
it’s a great location, perfectly suited
to shipping between Europe and the
Americas. Another advantage is that

re-export them. Our multiple trade
agreements – for example we have FTAs
with Central America and the Caribbean,
while we have beneficial agreements
with Europe and the USA – means that
goods sent from the DR have preferential
access to many markets. So that is a big
advantage too. As a firm we are optimistic
about the opportunities in the sector and
are already helping some of the major
players develop their plans.

LAI: The DR’s agricultural
exports to the UK are booming;
is it a sector that our readers
should get excited about?

of a problem is corruption for
international businesses operating here?
DZ: There’s no doubt that it exists and
that it can be an issue. When it comes
to these international rankings I think
that most of the Latin American region
scores pretty badly. One point I think is
worth making is that the perception of
corruption can have some cultural bias. I
mean there are other parts of the world
that score much better in these rankings
yet they still engage in some political
and commercial tactics that are probably
not what most people would consider
honest. Certain types of dishonest

compared to other islands in the region,
we are relatively large and have a sizeable

DZ: It’s important to put the answer

practises have become legitimised as ‘a

population. That means we can develop

in the global context. There is rising

way of doing business’ whereas others

huge warehouse and logistic facilities

demand across the world for foodstuffs

are highlighted as cases of corruption.

and have a ready supply of productive,

and the Dominican Republic is well-

Let me put it this way, if you created an

reasonably-priced labour.

placed to provide extra food. On a local

‘honesty index’ I think that the Dominican

level, the traditional agriculture sector

Republic would score very well as the

Of course these factors have existed

is not that dynamic. However, in recent

business community here is, for the most

for a long time but what is interesting

years we have seen a trend of investors

part, very sincere and serious.

now is the government commitment to

creating farm projects dedicated to niche

help develop the Dominican Republic

export crops. There has been an increase

But despite that point, yes it is true that

as a hub. The most important step in

in the use of greenhouses and while

there is corruption here. Luckily it is

this process was the recent creation

this makes it a more capital intensive

being confronted by society.

of a dedicated regulatory framework

process, the recent successes show that

that gives incentives to businesses that

the investment pays off. In recent years

receive imports, process them and

the quality of Dominican agricultural
produce has improved and that has
made it possible for us to enter markets
such as the UK and the US. In turn this
has guaranteed a higher price from
consumers, which has made it a much
more profitable business.

Delio Zúñiga, Senior Partner, KPMG
Dominican Republic
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LAI: Transparency International ranks the DR 123rd
globally in its Perceptions of
Corruption Index; how much
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LAI: New legislation is opening the DR’s capital markets
to international investors; are
you optimistic?
DZ: The first thing to recognise is that
at the moment our financial system is –
especially when compared to somewhere
like the UK – relatively conservative and
closed. Government paper dominates
the securities market, there are no
locally-listed shares and trading options
are limited. Essentially the banks provide

in association with

for most of the financing needs of local

by the push for more modern regulation,

players in the industry are negotiating

companies. However there are signs that

which is ensuring that local banks comply

the Pacto Electrico, it is hoped that

this is starting to change.

with the latest international rules.

this agreement will help improve the
efficiency of the system. The key thing

We have seen new legislation to open
up the securities markets and allow for
more investment instruments. Moreover
there is a new securities law in congress
waiting for approval. Another big push
factor is coming from the new pension
system,

which

is

generating

huge

amounts of liquidity, which will be able to
drive the market for new products when
they are created. Indeed the creation of
the social security system means that the
development of more financial vehicles
is inevitable because ultimately the
pension funds need a way to be able to
gain returns for the contributors.
Over

time,

however,

I

see

LAI: Electricity supply here is
plagued with cuts; what is
behind the problem and are
there opportunities for UK
firms that can fix it?

that needs to happen is a realisation

DZ: The problem at the moment is that

should pay something. Without that

there is a lot of disorder in the system.
Creating a reliable energy supply isn’t
just about putting up a turbine and
generating energy, you need to create
an efficient system from generation to
distribution. Here the system hasn’t been
planned or integrated sufficiently, which
creates challenges. The main one is that

more

international players becoming involved
in banking here, perhaps in partnership
with the local players. This will be driven

there is not enough control about the
distribution of energy and many people
don’t pay for what they use.

that electricity is a service that everyone
should pay for. Of course you can have
a system of differentiated tariffs, with
subsidies for the poor or preferential
rates for strategic industries but everyone
there is no incentive to use electricity
carefully and prevent waste.
On a technical level it would make sense
for more renewable energy. At present
there is a heavy reliance on fuel oil, which
is a relatively dirty fuel and is subject to
fluctuating oil prices. Given the DR’s
reliance on tourism it makes sense to
protect the natural beauty of the island
by using renewable energy. Whatever
the solution the country decides upon,

At present the government and key

we at KPMG are here to help.

Innovation:
the key to business

Conscious of the trends that force companies to
innovate, we work with our clients to grow and
prepare their business for the future, developing
their competitive advantages to exploit the most
disruptive ideas, which generates networks of
constant innovation.

Audit • Tax • Advisory
KPMG Dominicana
Torre Acropolis Suite 1500
Av. Winston Churchill, Código Postal 1467
Santo Domingo, Republica Dominicana.

Tel. 1+ (809) 566-9161
Fax. 1 + (809) 566-3468
www.kpmg.com.do
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Sun, Sea and Investment
White sands, turquoise seas and sunny climes it’s not hard to see why
millions of tourists flock to the Dominican Republic every year. But the
DR is not just a tourist magnet. The rapid growth of the industry is also
attracting international investors…

T

he

Dominican

Republic

first

Creating destinations

run international airport, schools and

emerged as a tourist destination

Simon

president,

various foundations means that they can

Suarez,

vice

back in the 1970s. Back then it was

institutional relations and projects, for

literally build something out of nothing.

beachside bed and breakfasts along the

Punta Cana Group, a resort developer

Another significant player in this market

north-eastern coast. But Playa Dorada

that has been one of the major engines

is Central Romana Corporation, a major

(Golden Beach) soon lost its lustre as a

powering Dominican tourism, says his

sugar producer, whose Casa de Campo

massive development on the east coast

firm is investing heavily to cater for

development was the country’s first

of the DR heralded a new style of tourism.

future demand. “We consider ourselves

major tourism real estate developer.

In this second wave of the DR tourism

more than just a hotel or real estate

It too has ambitious growth plans.

boom Punta Cana’s all-inclusive model

company. Essentially we see ourselves

Meanwhile newer players, such as the

proved a world-beater, bringing tourists

as destination developers. We have

Cap Cana project, are also delivering

from around the globe and establishing

large-scale hospitality and tourism real

the DR as a premier destination. Now

estate projects.

Dominican tourism looks to be entering
a third stage with emerging niches

One would expect the imminent arrival

such as eco-tourism, mountain trekking,

of a glut of new supply to worry local

boutique colonial experiences and luxury

players, yet most are confident that it

real estate.

will be needed. “Really the Dominican
developers are not competing against

By any measure the Dominican tourist

each other”, explains Suarez, “we are

industry looks in strong shape. In 2014

competing as a country against other

visitor numbers grew by 12%, while in

global destinations.” Diego Torres, Casa

2015 they rose by 10%. It’s estimated

de Campo’s general manager, shares

that by 2020 annual visitor numbers

just acquired a 15 million square metre

Suarez’s view on local competition.

will increase by 80% to 10 million. Given

territory in Bani in the south of the

“Actually there are some synergies and

these bullish figures it is perhaps little

country. Punta Arena, as the project is

ways that we can work together. For

surprise that developers are bringing a

known, will have the same effect in the

example we are working with Cap Cana

number of projects online.

south west that Punta Cana had on the

to jointly hold the Polo World Cup. OK,

east. The first phase will be 3 million

there are some areas where we compete

square metres of seafront. It used to be

but I always think that it’s good to have

a testing ground for the Dominican Navy,

some competition as it drives you to

so it looks pretty barren at the moment,

innovate.” Torres also believes that the

but when it is ready it will become a

key to succeeding in this international

major part of the tourist industry here.”

competition is to create a world-class
product that can differentiate itself. “We

Simon Suarez, Grupo Punta Cana
Vice-President Institutional Relations
and Projects
LatAm INVESTOR

Major tourism players like Grupo Punta

were the pioneers in Dominican tourist

Cana are able to create destinations

real estate and hospitality and we’ve

because their size means that they

made Casa de Campo one of the most

can deliver all of the elements. Huge

desired locations. You need to develop

tranches of land, a dedicated, privately

the amenities to attract people. So we
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have stables, golf courses, a marina and

forgotten origins in the country. “When

There is also a shift to other types of

we also have Altos de Chavón, a replica

the wave of investment in the east

tourism, says Suarez. “Of course sea and

of a 16th century Italian village.”

created the all-inclusive hotels in Punta

sand will remain the bedrock of tourism

Cana it hit Puerto Plata hard”, says Jean

in the country but we will see growth

Another factor that breeds confidence

Pereyra, Managing Director of Ocean

in other areas. For example, in historical

is that the Dominican tourism industry

World Marina in Puerto Plata. “The

tourism, using the incredible assets of

has shown that it’s resilient to crisis.

biggest hotels in Playa Dorada had

colonial Santo Domingo. There is also

The US and Europe are the two largest

around 400 rooms, in Punta Cana some

huge scope for eco-tourism projects

source markets for the DR, accounting

have thousands. Hotels with two themed

which have barely begun to take

for almost 90% of tourists. So when the

restaurants

outgunned

advantage of this incredible island. Finally

Great Financial Crisis hit both markets

by new, larger models that had 14.” As

I think we will see some developments

many expected the DR’s tourist industry

a result Puerto Plata endured a slow

in our mountain areas with all sorts of

to take a battering. Yet it defied the odds

decline during the 90s, while the rest of

adventure

and survived. Leonel Melo, founding

the island’s tourist industry boomed.

there.” Another trend is luxury tourism.

were

being

partner of OMG, a legal firm and think

and

trekking

possibilities

Over the last decade the Dominican

tank, believes that the DR’s excellent

But a transformation in the last decade is

Republic has begun to move up the

infrastructure development played a key

putting it at the forefront of the industry.

tourist value chain, with average spend

role. “The crisis hit us at a better time

In 2006 Ocean World opened a huge

per visitor creeping up. But there are still

than other jurisdictions because we

marina and entertainment complex.

less than ten truly luxurious hotels in the

had already built a lot of the supporting

The idea was to capture both the yachts

country, a figure which will grow rapidly

tourist infrastructure, in terms of airports

travelling the well-worn route from

over the next few years.

and roads. Even the basic infrastructure

Florida to the British Virgin Islands and

for real estate development was already

also appeal to the local tourist market.

there so it was not a case of hotels and

You

can

forgive

UK

investors

for

missing out on the first two waves of

developments being left half built. Sure

“Our

the

the Dominican tourist boom. Back in

tourism real estate slowed during the

marvellous beaches. We have developed

the 1970s it would have been hard

peak of the crisis but hospitality kept

entertainment attractions and also use

to imagine the country’s sparse coast

growing at double digits.”

the culture and history of the town of

becoming a tourist hotspot. But right

Puerto Plata.” Melo believes that the

now, the DR’s tourism sector is in a

Finding the opportunities

demand for attractions could reward

sweet spot. Its solid track record, great

LatAm

be

investors. “ I would say look at the

infrastructure and government support

wondering where the opportunities are

complimentary offers to tourism, such as

makes it a less risky sector to invest in.

going to arise over the next few years,

entertainment. It’s being demanded but

While the strong projected visitor figures

and perhaps one of the best indicators

we lack it. The few companies that have

demonstrate that there is plenty of

of DR tourism’s future lies with its past.

invested in that are doing well. Really

potential for further growth. It would be

For a long time a visit to Puerto Plata

the lack of entertainment is what still

harder to forgive if UK plc missed out on

was a haunting reminder of the sector’s

separates us from Las Vegas or Cancun.”

the third DR tourism boom.

INVESTOR

readers

will

emphasis

isn’t

just

on

The Dominican Republic is home to spectacular natural beauty
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Interview with

Chris Campbell, Ambassador

of the United Kingdom to the Dominican Republic
LatAm INVESTOR:
Ambassador, you’re relatively
new in the post, how do you
plan to boost the relationship
between the UK and the DR?
Ambassador Campbell: My role here
is challenging because we already have
such a good relationship with the DR!
One exciting area that we are going to
work on together is the civil service. The
Ministry of Public Administration of the
Dominican Republic has asked the UK to

Fortunately we have a UKTI team based
here at the embassy that can help British
companies that operate in the DR.
There is also a strong chamber of British
Chamber of Commerce, which has been
here for 28 years. We work closely with
them to help support UK firms in the DR.

LAI: The DR scores poorly
in international corruption
rankings; how much of an
impediment is it for UK firms
operating here?

help the DR reform its civil service. They

Chris Campbell, Ambassador of the
United Kingdom to the Dominican
Republic

want a more quality-driven civil service

AC:

not

international firms have. Ultimately we

and we have a lot of expertise that we

expressed any specific concerns to me

all want to make this a level playing

can share with them.

about corruption and they have not told

field for all players in the market as that

me that they have experienced it. The

will benefit the Dominican Republic and

We are bringing over specialists from

UK has a strong Anti Bribery Act, which

foreign companies alike. The DR does a

the UK that will talk about the lessons

means that they are duty bound to

good job of promoting its investment

we have learned from our civil service

report corruption approaches. But that

opportunities but it also needs to look

reform. We’re looking at a wide range

is not to say that there are no challenges

after the international companies that

of issues, such as digital government,

in the business environment here. One

are already here. I am realistic, we’re

transparency and a civil service code.

area is judicial security and we have a

not going to solve all the problems

We’re happy to partner with the DR on

number of companies that have had

overnight but I do believe that will

this and pleased that they asked us.

difficulty with that.

improve. Moreover while challenges

British

companies

have

exist, it is definitely not the case that

Moreover we think it will have a positive
impact on the business environment in

We have flagged this to the government

I would tell someone not to export or

general.

here, as it’s a question of making these

invest here. There is strong continued

judicial processes more efficient for

economic growth, there is money here

As for the commercial side of the

international companies. It’s not just

and there is business to be done. What

relationship, one of the first things I

something that affects UK investors -

British companies need to do is get in

did when I arrived was meet all of the

some of our international friends have

touch with the UK trade team here in

British companies here and find out

similar difficulties. Indeed the DR’s

the embassy and find respected local

about their experiences in the DR. I

Foreign Minister recently convened

partners to do business with. And so I

know that there are some challenges,

a roundtable with EU ambassadors,

would encourage British firms to take

and I will be working with the UK firms

DR government ministers and senior

part in Dominican Week which is being

and the government of the Dominican

members of judicial system, where we

celebrated in the UK from June 6th to

Republic to see how we can solve them.

were able to discuss the issues that

10th.
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LAI: The DR’s macroeconomic
figures are outstanding; where
are the opportunities here for
British firms?
AC: There are a number of exciting
areas for British firms to get involved in.
Tourism is the obvious one as it’s already
a successful part of the Dominican
economy. Going forward there will
be a demand for a more niche tourist
offering than the current focus on sun
and beaches. Eco tourism, along the
Costa Rica model, is something with a
lot of potential, while the new cruise
port means that visitor numbers should
continue to grow.
Education is a key priority for the
Dominican

Government

and

the

embassy here, and we’re working hard
to develop greater education links with
the DR. We have identified it as an area
where the British institutions can offer a
lot. We’ve been helping UK universities
promote themselves here and recently
held a university fair, where nine British
universities came to the country. I’ve
also spoken to a number of local schools
that have exchange programmes with
the UK that they are keen to expand.
Traditionally,

aspirational

Dominican

students have focused on the US
education system, we’re working to help
them understand that Britain also has a
world-class offering.
Another area where UK firms can
excel here is through value-added
technology. For example there has been
a big growth in the agricultural sector.

companies will also find opportunities

the language. Traditionally UK firms

in the medical sector here. The DR has

have focused on the English-speaking

become a significant producer of high-

Caribbean for obvious reasons. A lot

end medical equipment and devices, so

of it is about promotion, making the

there is scope for R&D collaborations

companies aware of the opportunities

that could help that industry here grow

here. As an embassy that’s something we

to the next level.

take seriously and we work with other
key stakeholders to make it happen. Of

The final sector worth mentioning is the

course, as the old saying goes, you can

consumer opportunities that surround

take a horse to water but you can’t make

‘brand UK’. It’s something that is strong

it drink. Indeed the best way to convince

around the world and it’s particularly

companies is often for them to hear

noticeable here. In the DR you will see

about it from peers in the private sector.

people driving British cars, wearing
clothes with the Union Jack logo

From

my

experience

[Ambassador

and drinking British beverages, such

Campbell’s previous postings include

as whiskey. Several landmark, luxury

Venezuela and Nicaragua] the difficulty

brands, such as Land Rover and Johnnie

is getting the companies across the

Walker, are doing very well here. But

Atlantic. Once they are this side of the

there is scope for so much more. There

pond then it’s not so hard to persuade

are lots of segments in the consumer

them to look at opportunities in different

market here where UK firms could do

countries. So in the past we have worked

well. For the most part it’s not a question

closely with fellow UK embassies in

of competing on price but capitalising

Central America by sharing information

on the cultural cachet of the British

about the companies that come and the

brand and, of course, delivering the

sectors they are interested in. For many

high-quality that people here expect of

companies the key issue is scale, so if

UK goods.

they can link up an opportunity here
with something else nearby, it can help

LAI: The DR is full of
opportunities and British firms
are well-respected here; so why
has UK plc been slow to take
advantage of the situation?

to make a project commercially viable.

are more resistant to the conditions

AC:

tapping an integrated network with

created by climate change. High-tech UK

cultural barrier, which is the issue of

The government is working to boost
productivity, diversify output and add
value

by

developing

agro-industry.

British firms have lots of expertise
that can help with this, for example
developing new strains for crops that

I

think

there

is
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an

obvious

To that end we have been working on
improving

communications

between

embassies and trade teams throughout
the region. Your readers should realise
that once they contact us they are
points throughout the region.
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Opening Up
In 2003 a local banking crisis wreaked havoc on the Dominican
Republic’s economy. More than a decade later a solid, well-regulated
financial system is now fuelling economic growth in the DR. Fresh
legislation, new investment vehicles and expanding capital markets all
point to investment opportunities…

T

he problem with financial crises is

terms of physical presence. If you look

This was a key moment because they

that they’re often caused by the

at our market it is dominated by a few

were physical bonds, which couldn’t

elite but paid for by the poor. That

local names, with a very limited foreign

be split for the secondary market. The

was definitely the case in 2003 when the

presence. The main reason is the size of

problems with that prompted a switch

government’s decision to cover Banco

the domestic banking market. It means

to electronic bonds in 2011, from which

Intercontinental‘s losses cost billions

that you have an operation that offers

point the size of the bond market has

of dollars and tipped the country into

more in terms of risk – there are a lot of

grown aggressively.”

recession. The crisis was a combination

money laundering concerns in this part

of weak regulation and corruption –

of the world – than it does in reward.

It’s a question of supply and demand,

and its impact hurt the whole country.

Local players can do it but it doesn’t

explains Leonel Melo, founding partner

Needless to say, finance doesn’t have

make sense for a large international bank

of OMG, a legal firm with an affiliated

to be like that. With the right balance

that would barely notice the revenue

research institute. “The Capital Markets

of regulation and innovation a modern

from a Dominican subsidiary.”

Law opened the market for products but
we also needed to create liquidity. That

financial system drives development
by channelling funds into productive

Yet there is more to this story than the DR’s

happened with the Social Security Law

projects that deliver economic growth

solid banks. Yes they form an essential

in 2001 [with later additions], which laid

and employment.

base for the financial sector, but some

the foundations of our current pension

of the most exciting developments are

system.”

With hindsight the painful crisis of

happening in the capital markets, where

2003 may have helped the Dominican

new legislation and investment vehicles

The Dominican social security system,

Republic avoid an even worse fate at a

are creating exciting opportunities. At

which is loosely based on an early version

later date. That’s because, to its credit,

present the DR’s capital markets would

of the Chilean model, is a mandatory

the country learned its lessons from the

not impress a UK-based reader. There is

contribution system which now has

episode. A wave of tough regulation

no equity market, while the bonds are

around

followed, which ensured that the DR’s

dominated by government issues that

management. It’s growing at roughly

well-capitalised banking sector was able

make up about 80% of the fixed income

25% a year, with around half coming from

to withstand the Great Financial Crisis in

market. Felipe Amador, former CEO of

contributions and the rest from returns

2008/9. Avoiding the catastrophe that

the Dominican Stock Exchange, believes

on investment. It is large for the size of

claimed much larger, and supposedly

that is about to change. He says that

the economy and represents a growing

more sophisticated, banking systems is

the gradual liberalisation of the DR’s

pot of money that could play a major role

no mean feat. But while the DR’s banking

capital markets since the turn of the

in the development of the DR’s capital

sector is robust it offers scant investment

century shows that change is afoot. “It’s

markets.

potential for LatAm INVESTOR readers,

important to look at the history. We had

says Alejandro Fernández, a former

the Capital Markets Law in 2000, followed

Unfortunately

banking regulator who is now one of the

up by the regulation in 2002 which led

products available for the pension funds.

most well-known financial commentators

to a functioning market. Yes the crisis

In recent years local corporations have

in the Dominican Republic. “I don’t really

in 2003/4 was bad but it meant that by

issued some debt yet they refuse to raise

think that the Dominican banking sector

2008 the government started issuing

money through equity. This leads to a

holds that much promise for UK firms in

bonds to pay for the bankrupt banks.

situation where the liquidity created by

LatAm INVESTOR
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$8.5billion

there

of

assets

are

not

under

many

the social security system is fed back

equity market would work well for them.”

to the state, says Melo. “The liquidity

Another plus is that the era of cheap

of the social security system has been

global money seems to be coming to an

going to the government for the last six

end, which should force Dominican firms

years. Actually the social security system

to look for other funding options.

is working well as it is accumulating
money but the local capital markets

Indeed

don’t offer enough depth or range for

companies are already preparing for this

pension funds. So they end up putting

step. José María Cabral, founding partner

most of it into banks, which means that

of Cabral y Díaz, a legal firm that advised

local banks have excess liquidity and –

on the biggest UK investment in the DR

in the absence of projects to finance or

– Edrington’s £200million purchase of

market instruments to invest in – they

local rum producer Brugal – believes that

buy government bonds. That means the

local firms are upping their corporate

social security money ends up going

governance standards with view to

back to the government.”

being acquired or issuing debt. “Large

there

are

signs

that

local

Enmanuel Montás, MS Consultores

firms here realise that the local market is

and many already have some in other

Yet there are signs of a shift. “It has to

limited and are keen to expand abroad.

jurisdictions.” Of course a regulatory

change”, says Amador.“ In 2023 we will

That requires partners and capital so

framework can only go so far, the

start seeing the first major redemptions

they began to improve their corporate

private sector needs to commit to these

from the Dominican social security

governance. We have seen lots of deals

opportunities for change to happen. In

system. People will want their money

with international players and there

the case of trust funds that is happening.

which means that there is pressure on

have been no nasty surprises afterwards,

“These vehicles are an efficient way to

the pension funds to perform and get

which shows that the books of the large

fund real estate development, so there is

returns. Ultimately that means they

corporations here are in good shape.”

a lot of interest there”, explains Montas.

need more freedom to be able to invest
in a wider range of products.” Melo also

MS Consultores is also acting by creating
An area of the capital markets that

a spin off trust unit, but with a difference.

predicts a transformation. “In the last six

“Our main focus is foreign investment.

months I have seen serious efforts from

The vision we have is to create a trust

pension fund administrators to drive the

to serve as a holding vehicle for clients’

offer range in the market. We have to

investments anywhere in the world.”

push the private sector to activate the
capital markets.”

There

is

no

doubt

about

it. The

Dominican Republic’s capital markets
Clearly there are certain factors, such

are

as the post-Great Financial Crisis era

bonds have too large a share of the fixed

of cheap money, which have worked

income market, while equities remain

against

untouched. But beneath the service there

the

developments

of

local

capital markets. “Some of the big local

underdeveloped.

Government

are encouraging signs of development.

companies, that would have been natural

has already started to show growth

Investment funds are being formed,

constituents of a local equity market,

is investment funds, with Dominican

corporate governance standards are

have been acquired by multinationals

mutual funds, closed-end funds and trust

improving and local firms are starting

that have access to cheap capital. We’re

funds all springing up over the last few

to eye international expansion. Recent

talking about LIBOR [London Inter-Bank

years. One key piece of legislation on

history shows that the type of sustained

Overnight Rate] plus 30 basis points –

this front was the 2011 Trust Law, says

economic

there’s no way that a local stock market

Enmanuel Montás, founding partner

undergoing is normally accompanied

can compete with that.” But despite

of MS Consultores, a Dominican trust

by expansion of local capital markets. It

losing those opportunities Amador is

specialist. “It created the framework

won’t happen overnight but investors

optimistic. “There is a range of medium-

for trust industry. It’s got a natural

should

sized Dominican companies that need

market here because most Dominican

analysing the opportunities now to make

capital to expand internationally. A local

businesspeople

sure they’re well placed in the future.

understand
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trusts
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Generating Growth
The Dominican Republic’s creaking electricity system is beset with
power cuts, political squabbles and financial difficulties. Fixing it would
provide a massive boost to the economy…

T

he

lights

air

General Manager of Ege Haina, the

– perhaps involving the social security

conditioning powers down and

biggest power generator on the island.

system – to find the money to pay the

your TV screen blinks. Instinctively

“The distribution companies lose around

generators.”

you know what’s happened… it’s just

35% of the electricity to theft so they

another power cut in the Dominican

mitigate the financial impact of this by

The brutal combination of unofficial

Republic. If you’re wealthy or work in a

cutting the service to the population.”

subsidies and theft put the distribution

modern building then the discomfort is

Electricity theft is common in many

companies under enormous pressure,

fleeting. Within seconds your building’s

emerging markets, yet there are plenty

says Amauris Vásquez Disla, founding

emergency generator will have kicked

of examples of developing countries that

partner of local law firm De Camps,

into life, turning electronic appliances

have reduced it to more manageable

Vásquez & Valera. “International prices

straight back on again. For the poor the

levels, say 10% to 15%. But most experts

of fuel have dropped but this has

effects are much more onerous – a long

believe that the Dominican Republic’s

not translated to a fall in the price

wait until electricity supply is resumed.

state-owned

companies

of Dominican electricity. The power

Power cuts are all too frequent in the

don’t confront theft because of the

generation companies have dropped

DR, a daily problem that shouldn’t occur

political cost for the government. “The

the price they charge to distribution

in one of the region’s richer economies.

government has shown it doesn’t have

companies but the distribution firms

Unfortunately solving the problem is

the willingness to face the issue of the

are not passing on the cuts, instead they

more complicated than just building

collection of electricity bills, certainly not

are using it as a chance to repair their

a power plant or two. Unlike other

before the election”, says Leonel Melo,

balance sheets.”

countries,

founding partner of OMG a law firm and

where

flicker,

electricity

the

outages

occur when supply can’t meet demand,

distribution

Aicardi believes it is fair that, after years

research institute.

of subsidising energy, the state-owned

the Dominican Republic has an abundant

distributors use the current low-price

supply of installed generating capacity.

Another

Instead the problem lies in a tangled

distribution companies is the tariff

environment

web of political interest and inefficient

system. During the years of high fuel

he believes that even the low fuel

business models.

prices – around 50% of the DR’s power

prices can’t fix the problem. “Even with

is generated from imported fuel oil –

distribution companies purchasing at 10

The power system in the DR is split into

the official tariff didn’t raise enough to

cents per kilowatt hour and selling it at

three parts: the generation companies,

compensate for the increased costs. It

17 cents per kilowatt hour they still lose

most of which are privately owned, the

meant that in effect the government was

money because of the massive losses.”

transmission network, which in common

subsidising electricity.

financial

problem

for

the

to

recover.

However,

Challenge or opportunity?

with many parts of the world is stateowned, and the distribution companies,

“That

economic

One of the biggest clichés in investment

that

an

burden on whole sector”, says Melo. “The

journalism is that challenge represents

unsuccessful spell of private ownership.

distribution companies were suffering

opportunity. It’s a well-worn trope yet

Most energy experts agree that the fault

but they transferred it to the generators

like most clichés it’s often true. For

lies with the distribution companies.

by delaying payments, this financial

example, if the government decided to

“The main problem is the lack of

stress is then transferred to the banking

re-privatise the distribution companies

operational efficiency of the distribution

community

it would create a series of huge tenders.

companies”, explains Marcelo Aicardi,

government uses some creative means

were

re-nationalised

LatAm INVESTOR
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the

“The climate for change is definitely here

as there is strong public feeling regarding

Zúñiga, Senior Partner, KPMG Dominican

current price of electricity”, says Vásquez.

Republic. “At present there is a heavy

That view is share by Aicardi. “Two to

reliance on fuel oil, which is a relatively

three years ago the private sector just

dirty fuel and is subject to fluctuating oil

wanted cheap electricity. With fuel prices

prices. Given the DR’s reliance on tourism

what they were, the only thing industrial

it makes sense to protect the natural

users wanted was a lower energy cost,

beauty of the island by using renewable

so they were not paying attention to

energy.”

the government energy policy – they
believed that more power generation

There

was the answer.”

businessmen that have been unable to

“But now the private sector is realising
that having more capacity and more
generation is not the real solution
because today we have very low fuel
prices and the distribution companies
continue to be in negative territory and
keep losing money… In this climate the
likelihood that they would be privatised
at some point seems more likely.”
If the Dominican government does
open up the distribution companies to

Marcelo Aicardi, General Manager
of Ege Haina
Another factor may have been the strong
growth of non-energy intensive sectors
such as tourism and finance. However it’s
clear that the DR’s fast-growing economy
will need more energy in the future. The
government response was to commission
two huge (relatively for the size of the
network) coal-fired plants, which will add
700MW of installed capacity.

is

also

frustration

among

get renewable projects of the ground. “It’s
almost impossible to launch a renewable
project”, says Marcos Cochón, General
Manager of Compañía de Electricidad
de Puerto Plata (CEPP), a company that
runs a fuel-oil plant on the north coast
of the Dominican Republic. “I have been
trying but the government doesn’t offer
renewable projects the PPAs [Purchase
Power Agreements] needed to get project
financing, so I don’t see how they expect
them to happen. ”One firm that has

international capital and expertise there

succeeded with renewable technology is

will be a lot of interest. However, Aicardi

Ege Haina, which has around 350 MW of

believes that certain key criteria, such as

wind farms. “The reason is that we were

a more robust attitude to electricity theft

able to build it on our balance sheet,

and more realistic tariffs, would need to

without a PPA”, explains Aicardi. “I can see

be established.

how someone looking to make it happen
through project finance would struggle.”

The carbon factor
Although you wouldn’t think it from the

Providing power solutions is a guaranteed

power cuts, generation companies in the

way for investors to gain exposure to

Dominican Republic have been investing

fast-growing emerging economies - and

heavily in updating their plants. “Over the

Like any huge project the $2.5billion

there are still a lot of ways for LatAm

last 15 years generators have invested

plan has its defenders and detractors.

INVESTOR readers to get involved.

$2.5billion

succeeded

No-one can deny that it will provide a

in improving the efficiency of the

cheap source of reliable energy supply,

However,

generation fleet from 14,000 btu [British

however, it seems an odd move to

for signs that conditions in the two

thermal units], to 8,500 btu, meaning the

commit the DR to coal at precisely the

major opportunities – distribution and

country has the generation capacity that

moment that the rest of the world is

renewable – will improve. At time of

it needs”, says Aicardi. Yet despite this

making more commitment to renewable

going to print, key stakeholders in the

investment the country’s power demand

energy technology. Combined with the

industry were debating a Pacto Eléctrico.

has stagnated. It consumes roughly the

existing fuel oil plants it will create a very

The fact that the private and public

same amount of electricity today that it

carbon-heavy generation system.

sector decided to work together to solve

dollars

and

most

would

be

looking

the sector’s challenges is an undoubted

did in 2003, which is staggering when you
consider that the economy has doubled

Many feel that the money would have

positive. Yet given that strong political

in that time. Aicardi believes that the

been better spent on incentives for the

leadership will be needed to execute any

main reason is the enforced rationing

renewable sector. “It would make sense

changes, investors will be waiting until

by inefficient distribution companies.

for more renewable energy”, says Delio

after the elections in May.
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Interview with CEI-RD Executive Director,
Jean Alain Rodriguez
LatAm INVESTOR: What role does the Centre of Exports and
Investments (CEI-RD) play in the development of the Dominican
Republic’s economy?
Jean Alain Rodriguez: The CEI-RD is fully committed to energising the economy,
by attracting foreign direct investment (FDI) and boosting exports, with the main
objective of creating more job opportunities for the Dominican people.
Moreover, CEI-RD has been proactively working on the creation of the country’s “Invest
in DR” campaign by organising several important investments summits that promote
specific regions of the country. For instance, this year’s efforts were focused on the relaunch of the Puerto Plata province as an attractive destination for foreign investment.
Initiatives like these aim to raise awareness of the country’s benefits as an investment

Jean Alain Rodriguez,
CEI-RD Executive Direcor

destination and boost the Dominican Republic’s competitiveness.

LAI: How can it help LatAm INVESTOR readers that want to
trade with, or invest in, the Dominican Republic?
JAR: As an agency committed to the attraction of FDI and the promotion of Dominican
exports, CEI-RD offers key services that allow for well-guided and more expedite
business processes. Our services include technical assistance, promotion, incentive
granting, commercial information, legal consulting, training and logistic support.
Furthermore, in order to make the process of investing in the Dominican Republic
more efficient, CEI-RD has created the One-Stop-Shop. The objective is to facilitate

The strategic location
of our island in
the centre of the
Caribbean is now
more significant
than ever.

the process for investors who want to develop operations in different sectors of our
economy. This represents a timely and cost-effective process for investors, as it offers
services related to all law-required licenses and permits in a single office.

JAR: The strategic location of our
island in the centre of the Caribbean

LAI: The Dominican Republic has the potential to become a key
trade hub for the region; how can British investors get involved
in the story?

is now more significant than ever, due
to the expansion of the Panama Canal,
scheduled for 2016. This project will
generate traffic like we have never
seen before, including post-panamax
and super-panamax mega ships that
will radically change the dynamics of
shipping. In addition, opportunities for
transshipment and new marine routes in
our locality will definitively emerge. The
Dominican Republic is ready for these
new business opportunities, especially
with regards to our exports.

The DR has a world-class tourist industry
To this effect, the CEI-RD, and the
LatAm INVESTOR
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Dominican Government as a whole, has

climatic conditions and a favourable

producing exports of around $660million

designed a working plan to prepare and

legal

the

in 2014. Similarly, the medical devices

promote our country as the “Hub of the

Dominican Corporation of State Electric

industry has been growing steadily with

Caribbean”. The scope of this initiative has

Companies, the country’s energy matrix

exports of around $670 million in 2014.

created many investment opportunities,

is divided as follows: 40% fuel-based

This sector is a particularly interesting

mainly in the infrastructure and service

power generation, 31% natural gas, 14%

example for your readers as it reflects

sectors, that will be available to local

coal, 13% hydroelectric and 2% wind

the modernisation of our export basket

and foreign investors. This is a unique

power.

and the trend towards adding value. We

framework.

According

to

will keep supporting these industries

opportunity for those interested in
investing in a development project that
enjoys great support from the Dominican
Government.

LAI: The energy sector in
the Dominican Republic is
filled with both potential
and challenges; how will the
government attract more
international investors to the
sector?
JAR: The Dominican Republic is in the
process of restructuring the energy
sector, in order to find a definitive
solution to the challenges we currently
face in terms of energy generation and
distribution.
The country has great potential for the
development of numerous wind, solar
and biomass projects, due to existing
high demand for power generation,

The existing potential for developing
renewable

energy

projects

is

complemented by attractive incentives
granted by Law No. 57-07 on “Incentive
for Development of Renewable Sources
of Energy and its Special Regimes”, which
is administered by the National Energy
Commission, which is the institution
that regulates the application and the
incentives offered in the energy sector, as
well as concessions for the exploitation
of energy projects.

LAI: The Dominican Republic
is already globally competitive
in agro exports such as
bananas, cigars and rum; in
what other export industries
does it have the potential to be
a world leader?

to ensure the Dominican people get to
witness its growth and benefit from the
economic impact of a thriving exports
sector.

LAI: How will the composition
and character of the Dominican
Republic’s economy change
over the next decade?
JAR: The Dominican Republic’s economy
has

experienced

sustained

growth

and important diversification, creating
unique advantages that contrast with
other economies in the region. We
are currently well-regarded not only
for traditional sectors such as tourism,
agribusiness, mining and processing
zones, but also for important emerging
sectors, such as the film industry, contact
centres and renewable energy, which
represent areas of high potential for

JAR: Our textile industry is also important,

foreign investments in the country.

The DR’s textile industry is going strong
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Final Word
New sectors are emerging in the Dominican Republic’s dynamic economy
and it’s time that UK plc joined the party…

F

or investors scouring Latin America
for

exciting

opportunities,

procedures needed to aid exports.

the

country. “British investors have a longestablished presence in the country”,

Dominican Republic immediately

But perhaps the biggest fear that

says José Rodriguez, President of the

stands out. Its macroeconomic statistics

British businesses might have about

British Chamber of Commerce in the

are among the best in the region,

the Dominican Republic is the business

Dominican Republic. “The UK was a

with strong growth, low inflation and

environment.

major investor in our power industry

controlled debt. But in this report we’ve

currently ranked 103rd in Transparency

with

gone under the headline figures to find

International’s Perceptions of Corruption

exiting those investments. More recently

out what investment opportunities are

Index, some firms may worry about the

we’ve seen a massive investment from

being created by this dynamic economy.

difficulty of doing clean business in the

Scottish whiskey producer, Edrington,

Some of the results, such as the growing

DR. But this report has found a different

which bought Brugal, a famous local rum

tourism industry, probably weren’t that

picture. We’ve interviewed several UK

maker.” Indeed the presence of an active

much of a surprise. But the expansion

businesses that are already operating in

chamber, which has held regular events

of the logistics, agriculture and finance

the country and the feedback has been

for almost 30 years, is a clear sign of the

sectors is generating a new set of options

positive.

strong commercial links between the UK

With

the

country

for British investors.

British

companies

successfully

and the Dominican Republic.
Marien Lamboglia, General Manager

The most dramatic change is taking place

of British health insurer Bupa in the

This report has helped to outline some of

in the logistics sector, where the new

Dominican Republic, says that corruption

the most exciting investment options in

regulatory framework, paves the way

isn’t a factor in day-to-day business.

the Dominican Republic. Many UK firms

for the Dominican Republic to convert

“I can only comment on what I have

are already taking advantage of the DR’s

itself into a major redistribution centre

experienced but it doesn’t impact our

rapid growth – more should follow suit.

for internationally-traded goods. The

business at all.” The view is shared by

If you want to investigate further then

country’s geographic position gives it a

Eric King, the Country Manager of UK

Dominican Week, which takes place

massive natural competitive advantage,

pharmaceutical giant GSK, who feels

in London in June 2016, is the perfect

which has been increased with sustained

that the private sector also has to play

opportunity to meet people and make

investment in transport infrastructure.

its part. “As a company, we recently made

contacts.

It’s a good start, but the final stage will

a very innovative move in the way we

be creating a streamlined, 21st-century

interact with the medical community.

procedural

persuades

We’re working hard to ensure that

global players to use the DR as a trading

platform

that

those who prescribe our products have

hub.

the information they need to ensure
patients’ interests are always put first. So

Despite being part of a totally different

we have phased out payments to doctors

industry, the situation of the Dominican

to speak on our behalf and changed

Republic’s agriculture sector has some

how we provide support to healthcare

parallels. Again the country has natural

professionals to attend conferences.”

attributes – a warm climate and varied
topography – that give it competitive

Indeed the continued presence of UK

advantages. However, challenges remain

plc in the Dominican Republic should

with the water infrastructure and the

encourage investors looking at the
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Useful contacts:
Katia McKenzie
Center for Exports and Investment (CEI-RD)
Tel: +44 (0) 207 727 7091
katia.mckenzie@cei-rd.gov.do
Leonora Dipp
UKTI Dominican Republic
Tel: +1 (809) 472 7111 ext 2054
leonora.dipp@fco.gov.uk
Francesca Ortiz
Britcham DR
Tel: +1 (809) 616-2335
administracion@britchamdr.com

LatAm INVESTOR
thanks all of our partners
for their kind assistance.

Embassy of the Dominican Republic
To the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
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